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1. A.V. Dicey is popular with the principle of -----------

     	      parliamentary supremacy

     	--->> rule of law

     	      power

     	      administrative law

2. The exclusive responsibilities are ------------ for federal government in Nigeria

     	--->> reserved

     	      state

     	      regional

     	      local

3. The ------------- of administrative law is necessary to avoid arbitrariness

     	--->> control

     	      specialisation

     	      analysis

     	      power

4. Local government remains the ----------- government to the people

     	      threat

     	--->> nearest

     	      neigbouring

     	      central

5. In a situation of parliamentary supremacy, it means the decision of the parliament is -
--------

     	--->> final
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     	      pliable

     	      voluntary

     	      applicable

6. The supreme law of the land can be derived from the ------------- law

     	      administartive

     	      authoritative

     	--->> constitutional

     	      international

7. One of the major sources of administrative law is --------

     	--->> constitution

     	      legal book

     	      delegated power

     	      conventions

8. For administartive law to be applicable, it must be  consistent with the --------------

     	      power

     	      state

     	      authority

     	--->> constitution

9. One of the beauty of administrative law is to --------- the excesses of government and 
administrative machineries

     	      liase

     	      streamline

     	      sideline

     	--->> checkmate

10. The doctrine of ---------of power is to avoid dominance of one arm of government
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     	      decentralisation

     	--->> separation

     	      exclusiveness

     	      procurement
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